(cont. from page 13) camellia in the show for you; that web could
catch the very ant that brings the aphid and scale that sucks the very
sap out of and makes grotesque those new leaves at the ends of camellia branches; that web might catch the very mosquito that, if living,
might put you or your horse in the hospital with encephalitis or
malaria; that web might very well catch that tic, that if not liquefied
by the spider could infect you with Lyme disease or Rocky Mountain
Spotted Fever.
Encourage garden spiders with naturalized areas, good mulch, and
less insecticide use. Love those spiders; give them space to help rid
gardens of the piercing, sucking, and chewing insects and the ones that
want to suck and pollute your very blood. Remember, though, don’t
touch or kiss a spider. Spiders are not vegetarians and you are meat
with many nerve endings.
Those chelicerae might not
introduce enough venom to harm you, but the bite hurts. I have been
bitten and know.
I’ll turn my back and not watch when you squash any black widow
or brown recluse you might happen to share territory with (or any
spider in your bedroom). If you see a spider drinking from a
commode, it’s okay to believe that the commode is actually the
spider’s water fountain and it might desire a drink. For that reason
only, you may accidentally fall against the flush lever. (Remember the
privies and the caution taken to avoid black widow spiders that you
could not flush?)
The Black Widow and the Brown Recluse eat insects but they are
dangerous to humans. Any female who uses males for fun and sex and
then liquefies them for food just isn’t nice. If one rolls over in bed
onto a spider, the spider feels threatened and will bite whatever part of
your body that happens to come into contact with it. Yes…ANY part.
The spider bites, the human instinctively moves the body off the
spider and the spider uses any of its unbroken eight legs to scurry
away from that human who dared endanger its life. If the spider
doesn’t have too many broken legs or parts you can curl a piece of
toilet paper, squeeze shut one end to protect your hand, let the spider
crawl in the middle of the coil, squeeze the other end to trap the spider,
and take it outside and put it on a bush (or just “accidentally” drop it in
the water in the toilet).
Love garden spiders and beware of poisonous ones … and
remember, if you are naked, starving, and marooned in Cambodia
where the fried spider is a tasty snack, you may enjoy eating them in
lieu of French fries.
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